EXTEND
YOUR
SUMMER
GRAZING
SEASON
4 x tips to set you up for year-round
grazing, featuring original quotes from
grazing expert, Jim Gerrish

Who is MaiaGrazing?
MaiaGrazing is an Australian-founded AgTech company that
was born out of the desire to help farmers drive their triple
bottom line: People, Planet & Profit, through data-based
decision making. Built by graziers for graziers, our products
transform how we farm today, while setting us up for success
tomorrow, by solving real-life challenges with smart technology.
We are proud to be part of our customers' regenerative journeys
across the United States and Canada, and invite you to be part
of ours.

What do we do?
MaiaGrazing's online grazing management tool makes it easier
for you to plan and forecast by giving you the freedom to
understand your true carrying capacity. Get a bird's eye view of
your properties with a customisable dashboard, ranch map, and
dynamic grazing chart. Gain better control of your grazing plan
by leveraging our unique algorithm to determine upcoming
moves, feed budgeting, and forecast future performance based
on expected future stocking rates and rainfall scenarios.

Find out why MaiaGrazing is the obvious
choice for graziers today:

maiagrazing.com/summer

The proverb, "make hay while the sun
shines" appeared first in 1546, and is
widely believed to have originated from
medieval English farmers. While we agree
with the sentiment, in today's world we
believe there are more ways to thrive than
through hay.

Featuring original quotes from grazing
expert and author of Kick the Hay Habit,
Jim Gerrish (American GrazingLands), we
have compiled four great tips for you to
consider through the summer grazing
season. Find out how you can set your
pastures up for year-round grazing
productively and profitably.

maiagrazing.com/summer

Tip 1:
Maintain
healthy
water cycle
function

Tip 2:
Avoid
short
grass and
bare soil

Tip 3:
Leave
ample post
grazing
residual

Tip 4:
Enrich
pasture by
trampling
grass

- TIP 1 -

“As summer
temperatures rise and
rainfall becomes less
frequent, maintaining
healthy water cycle
function becomes a key
piece of our grazing
management focus.”
- JIM GERRISH -

Tip 1:
Maintain
healthy
water cycle
function
This is important because
we want the land to hold
water for later use that
would result in healthy and
vibrant vegetation even in
low rainfall years.

What to look out for:
Raindrops that sink in
rather than run off
Grassy and sloped
riverbeds that allow
water to rise and gently
spill over, rather than
flood and erode
Water infiltrates the soil
and stays in the root
zone

- TIP 2 -

“Short grass and bare
soil are the quickest
way to deplete soil
moisture.”
- JIM GERRISH -

Tip 2:
Avoid short
grass and
bare soil
Short grass is ineffective in
capturing solar energy,
which then exposes
the soil to more heat and
reduces its ability to hold
water in. Think of soil
as a “bank” where nutrients
and water are kept for
plants. For grass to thrive,
they’ll need to draw on
what’s available in the soil.

What to do:
Allow time for grass to
grow root mass which in
turn will grow soil
organic matter
Maintain your residual,
and resist the urge to
give in to the fear of

wasting grass - grazing past
your set residual level today
will eat into your future
pasture production
Ensure bare soil is not
invaded by weed in both
permanent and annual
pastures as it lowers
production

-DID YOU KNOW?-

MaiaGrazing can help you achieve
the following goals:
In the short term:
Real time forage inventory and herd demand
calculations
Graze planning and pasture budgeting
Forecasting for scenario checking

In the long term:
Year over year performance analytics
Dial in carrying capacity/stocking density
Matching animal demand to grass production

- TIP 3 -

“In the summertime,
your willingness to
‘waste’ grass is directly
tied to the
performance of your
pasture.”
- JIM GERRISH -

Tip 3:
Leave
ample post
grazing
residual
According to Jim, residual
forage is “the living plant
material left behind after
grazing.” Residual on the
ground protects the soil,
keeping it cool and holding
water in which encourages
grass to grow again quickly.

What residual can help
minimize or prevent:
A dry and hot
environment that inhibits
the breakdown of
nutrient-rich manure by
microbes
Reducing numbers over

managing the time livestock
are on a particular grazing
unit
Erosion after a downpour
where water runs off and
takes fertile soil with it

- TIP 4 -

“Be willing to trample
some grass to build
more litter.”
- JIM GERRISH -

Tip 4:
Enrich
pasture by
trampling
grass
Leverage the animals that
you’ve got to help you get
more out of your pastures.
Grass that has been
trodden on serves as litter.
This in turn helps to enrich
the soil with nutrients while
protecting it from the sun
and erosion. It can help to
restore biodiversity and
repair seasonally dry areas.

Note: To get the full
benefits of trampling, it
should be a high impact,
short duration activity to
mimic the natural conditions
of grazing animals. In the

wild they tend to stay
tightly bunched as a way to
protect themselves from
predators and would not
typically return to graze in
the same area for a long
time.

What to keep in mind:
Allow for adequate
recovery period to allow
for the regeneration of
grass
Avoid trampling by small
numbers of animals over
a prolonged period of
time as plants and soil
will not have the chance
to recover, which
inevitably will cause
ecosystem damage
If severe trampling
occurs in wet conditions,
be sure to remove animal
pressure to avoid soil
compaction

LAST BUT NOT LEAST, ALWAYS
REMEMBER:

“What is the mantra of
the grass farmer?
Grass feeds the grass,
grass feeds the soil,
then grass can feed the
livestock.”
- JIM GERRISH -
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Let MaiaGrazing help set you up for a
successful extended grazing season.

Share your grazing challenges with us,
request a product demonstration or apply
for a free trial of MaiaGrazing today:

maiagrazing.com/summer

For other enquiries, shoot us an email:
community@maiagrazing.com

